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I came to graduate schoolwith a passion for producing ceramic sculpture, a love of the
materiality of clay, and an interest in learningmore about contemporary art. Upon arrival at the
School forAmerican Crafts, at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology, myworkwas primarily
concernedwith formal issues pertaining to objects, such as mass, visualweight, form, volume,
and line. Myjourney throughout the two-year graduate program involved exploration of the
ceramic processes, experimentationwith methodologies offabrication, and investigation into
form and content. Academic classes, including Philosophy ofArt andAesthetics, Graduate
Seminar, Forms of Inquiry, an independent study in Modem/Postmodern Theory,
20th
Century
Art (1945-1995), Art of the Last Decade, and InstallationArt, were critical to expanding my
modernist sensibility and increasingmy awareness of the contemporary art world.With feedback
frommy professors and peers, I navigated through the trials and tribulations ofdiscovering and
producing a successful body ofwork.
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II. Studio Practice
Mymode ofworking in clay is that ofdiscovery, I work through ideaswith my hands, analyze the
products and continue to investigate and build on the strengths. Creatingwork is an intuitive
and slow process, one form and idea leads to another and hopefully the work becomes stronger
andmore successful. I ammost fulfilled, as an artist, byworking in the studio with interesting
forms and ideas.
In the early phase for a new body ofwork, I fabricate maquettes to explore a number ofdifferent
options. Beginningwith recent forms, my fingers interactwith the material to discover new
possibilities. Once a clear direction for thework is established, I construct full scale, building
quickly by pinching small wads ofclay into thewet walls of the object.With this method, I
retain control over every inch of the form and surface.
Clay is the ideal tool formy process because of its versatility, responsiveness, and tactile qualities.
When producingwork, as I do not usuallywork from drawings, the ability to alter forms during
construction is essential. I derive a great deal ofpleasure fromworking the material withmy
fingers, and clay offers the option to either honor or negate the record ofmy touch through
surface treatment. Lastly, the lack ofpreciousness of the material affords me the uriinhibited
exploration of form and scale.
HI. The Journey
My two years ofgraduate schoolwere marked by investigation and discovery. It is important for
me to briefly outline and examine the different stages that led up to the completion ofmy thesis
work.
In the first year, I experimented a great deal with surface, glazes, methodology ofconstruction
and display. Simultaneously, I searched for authentic content to serve as both an intellectual
basis formywork, and as a guide for the critical choices that arise during fabrication.Without
clarity of intent, the choice of texture, color, and form is arbitrary and unfounded.
Having never considered thewall as an option for the presentation ofmywork, the first (and
only assigned) project, "Off theWall", forcedme to think about display. Itwas freeing,
exhilarating, and challenging to reconsider what had always been a given inmywork, a flat base
to rest on a white pedestal. Consequendy, display became one of the critical impulses formuch
ofmygraduate school exploration. Altering the experience ofmy
work through various methods ofpresentation was enthralling.
In preparation for the critique of"Off theWall", it was difficult to
decide the proper arrangement formy objects. Ultimately, I placed
seven objects along a vertical axis in descending order, smallest at
the top and the largest form at the bottom.While the objects and
colors varied, the vocabulary offorms and textured glazes unified the
overall display. In the critique, I was encouraged to develop greater
clarity ofform and intent.
Fig. 1: OfftheWall, 2004
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Continuing to produce work for the wall, I increased the scale to 20-30 inches per object, and
created greater visual interest with contrasting textures both on the clay and the glaze surfaces.
As I was developing both form and surface, I also continued my quest for meaningful content.
Without the burning need to express ideas specific to my life or experiences, I began to explore
the metaphorical possibilities associatedwith my form vocabulary. The natural world was and
remains my source of inspiration. The plant kingdom's rich variety of seed, pod and bud forms
are beautiful, simple and evocative. The most interesting forms have a sense of tension, swelling,
and the tight line ofa seam. I worked to incorporate a combination of these elements to make
my objects intriguing. As I searched for content, I created objects that evoked all that is implied
with seeds and pods.
To strengthen the metaphor ofgrowth, birth, and new life, the subsequent series of forms began
to blatandy reference pods through texture, and the melding ofcolor and form. Collecting and
studying pod forms from the area, I gained a greater understanding of their defining
characteristics. Accordingly, my created objects swelled and the seams ruptured to create a sense
that somethingwas inside and the exterior was responding to this unseen force.
During this time I also experimentedwith various methodologies ofproducing objects. Altering
mymethod ofconstruction afforded me the freedom to play and explore, which infused the work
with the freshness of spontaneity. Workingwith balloons, knee high panty hose and casting slip
expanded my form vocabulary. After producing a large number ofobjects, I placed the organic,
soft, rounded formswith the shriveled, craggy ones into slab constructed boxes and containers.
For several months I worked with and explored contained space and collections. However, it was
soon clear that I needed to explore new directions for mywork.
With two weeks remaining in the third quarter, in a flurry ofenthusiasm and inspiration,
I built a
grouping of five egg-like objects, each ranging in height from 17 to 39
inches. Moving away from
the craggy textured surface of the pods, I created a smooth surface with marbleized
terra sigillata
of cream, grey and terra cotta colors.While this newwork still oozed my
modernist aesthetic,
these objects would later serve as the catalyst for a new direction towards my thesis.
Throughout the first year ofgraduate school I experienced great strides in mywork, with each
new object being more interesting and sophisticated than the last. However, in the second year, I
took the greatest risks and had the most growth as an artist.
In September of2005, the second year graduate students had an opportunity to exhibit our work
with the SAC ceramics faculty in "Fired
Up"
at the Mill
gallery in Honeoye Falls, NewYork. I took advantage of the
opportunity to install mywork, Interstices, in a manner that
was entirely new and extremely thrilling. Recendy inspired
byminimalist sculpture, I was keen to explore the
possibilities of fostering an interaction between the viewer
and the work. I suspended the five egg-like objects to hang
above, and dangle down into the viewer's space.
Fig 2: Interstices, 2005
The experience ofmywork at theMill Gallery, in conjunction with gaining a familiaritywith
Donald Judd's work at the Chinati Foundation in Marfa, Texas, brought about the burgeoning
ideas for my thesis work. Having previouslymade objects that drew meaning and metaphor from
my form vocabulary,
I was now keen to create installations that cultivate an interaction between
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the viewer and the work. The viewer's presence would activate the empty spaces around the
workmaking her/him a part of, and therefore nurturing a greater understanding of the
work.
After the experience of standing beneath my egg-like objects, perceiving theirweight,
volume and
mass, I decided that for my thesis I would create and install work on a grand scale. I was
captivated by the experience ofdisplayingwork to be viewed bymoving in and around the
objects. It was exciting to view mywork, not as static on a pedestal, but as an object with the
freedom to sway in response to a gende passing of the viewer.
In addition to the clarity ofcreating a large-scale installation, the content for my thesis work was
going to be self-referential. My age would dictate the number ofobjects, and the sizes would
correspond to the length ofmy body between birth and the present. In late September, with a
clear vision, I submitted the following thesis proposal.
IV. Thesis Proposal
I am interested in exploring the relationship
between sculpture and the viewer.
By investigating various means ofdisplay (such as using the wall, the floor, and
suspension) I want the audience to understand the work through their physical
and visual interaction with the installation.
I anticipate designing a spatial system, using a rectangular grid layout, to
exhibit my hand-built ceramic work. The organic forms will create and
energize the interstitial spaces within the grid. The individual objects,
abstracted from nature, are intended to reference new life, growth, the mystery
of what is yet to come, and the potential contained within. To properly
convey these meanings, I will explore metaphors regarding the number of
objects included in the installation, with references to both agriculture and
minimalism. In addition, I will also use the vocabulary of pregnant forms to
allude to transformation and regeneration.
To gain better understanding of this undertaking and the art historical
precedents, I will research artists such as, Carl Andre, Chuck Close, Antony
Gormley, Donald Judd, Anish Kapoor, Sol Lewitt, Agnes Martin, and Richard
Serra. I will also look at the interiors of complex architectural spaces to
investigate the creation of space for human interaction.
V. New Challenge
"I became interested in larger scale and largermasses. The discrete object dissolved into the sculptural
fieldwhich is experienced in
time"
-Richard Serra (1980)
With my committee's approval of the proposal, and the more detailed specifics of the work,
I
was eager to begin. Afterworking through some possible solutions with maquettes,
I dove in with
gusto, creating the large forms formy thesis. In early Novemberwhen I had an opportunity
to
display thework and receive feedback, I was entirely disappointed with what I had created. The
individual objects, and the work as awhole, were plagued bymore weaknesses than strengths.
This eye opening experience brought into sharp focus the necessity ofa balance between the idea
and its conveyance through interesting and aesthetically pleasing forms.
In an effort to amend my initial plan, andwith it the middle paragraph ofmy thesis proposal, I
returned to makingmaquettes. To ensure an appropriate fit between the objects and their
surroundings, I moved towards greater control over the installed environment. After completing
seven model vignettes, with different color palettes and compositions, I felt ready to begin
fabricating full-scale objects. Each model represented a constructed roomwithin the gallery
setting. Continuing to explore possibilities ofdisplay, objects would be suspended, rest firmly on
the floor, and lean against or hang from the wall. The forms reflected the influence of the pod,
and an interesting composition would be vital to the work's success.
Again, I set out with an eagerness to create the objects. After six weeks, I created a full-scale
installation in an outdoor wooden shed. Although I did not retain control over the color or
dimensions of the space, it was important to assess the objects in relation to one another. On a
cold day in January, without true clarity ofcontent to guide my display, I struggled to create an
interesting installation. I was disappointed as the whole was not as compelling as some of the
individual parts. The committee's feedback was that the installation suffered from each form
being complete, and therefore the objects did not depend on each other.
Following this second attempt at creating a successful installation, while retaining my desire to
produce large-scale sculpture, I altered my thinking about the objects. I still needed an
overarching concept aroundwhich all the work was centered, to influence the work's
construction and subsequent display.
After a great deal ofcontemplation and tinkeringwith maquettes in the studio, I was struck by
the notion ofawhole created as the sum of its parts. I concluded that in using segmentation all
the parts did not need to be constructed, but could be implied through their arrangement. The
budding idea that the absent space between the forms could become activated and function as
present in relationship to the objects was thrilling. This was the guiding idea that I needed formy
thesis.
As time was short, it was critical to reduce as many variables as possible to ensure the success of
the final installation. With the idea ofAbsence and Presence, and a scale model of the gallery, I
set to work creatingminiatures ofwhat would later become my thesis show. Planning two site-
specific installations, it was important for the scale of the objects to be appropriate for the
gallery. I chose to work large as a means to command the space, challenge my abilities, push the
limits of the material and kilns, and to aid in removingmy thesiswork from the traditional realm
of ceramics.
As I needed to "get this one I spent nearly a month on maquettes, placing
them in the
miniature gallery and experimentingwith form, color and texture. At the end
ofFebruary, once I
was satisfied, I began making the full-scale sculptures.
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VI. Contemporary Influences
"We all look to the past and to the future to find ourselves.Herewe find a hint that awakens us, there
a path that someone like us once
-Isamu Noguchi (1968)
Throughout graduate school, and particularly in my second year, the influence ofother
work was critical to my development of ideas. A great deal ofmy thesis project stems from an
interest in, and a reaction to, looking at and experiencing the work ofcontemporary sculptors. I
respond to the visual and physical product created by other artists. As I am interested in making
sculpture that addresses the interactionwith and the experience of the viewer, it is powerful and
informative to experience the work of sculptors that successfully pioneered this territory.
In September of2005, looking at images ofDonald Judd's 100 untitledworks in millaluminum
(1982-86) at the Chinati
Foundation inMarfa, Texas was
instrumental to my thinking
about installation as an area of
interest and a possibility for my
own work. The image ofclean
lined, identical forms repeated in
a grid formatwas captivating.
The significance ofprecision,
repetition and control also
resonated with me.
Fig. 3: Donald Judd, 100 untitledworks in mill aluminum, 1982-86
After being fascinated by images ofJudd's work, and subsequendy creating an unsuccessful
installation, I knew that I needed to view his and other'swork in person. In early January, I went
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to Dia Beacon to experience viewing large-scale work
and installations. Standing next to Richard Serra's
Union ofthe Torus and the Sphere (2001) was profound,
inspiring and daunting. The huge steel closed form is
placed in a space that confines the object. Moving
around it, one is aware of the distance between the wall
and the sculpture, and that the viewer occupies a
significant portion of that space. The form is not
complex, yet it is massive and visually powerful. Moving
around the object, taking in both the form and the
surface, I began to understand the work. Perceiving it
with my body, I was awed, inspired, and humbled
knowing that my experience of Union ofthe Torus and
Sphere (2001) was what I was striving to
achieve with my thesis. I wanted to design and
create a similar experience for the viewers of
mywork, with the added challenge ofbeing
limited to a much smaller scale.
Two ofMichael Heizer's works at Dia Beacon
were also critical to my vision for the thesis,
North, East, South, West (196712002), and
NegativeMonolith (1998). The former consists
of four voids built into the concrete floor.
Fig. 4: Richard Serra, Union ofthe Torus and
the Sphere, 2001
Fig. 5: Michael Heizer, North, East, South, West, 1967/2002
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"These four diverse sculptural elements- two stacked cubic forms, one larger and one smaller (North); a
cone (South); a triangular trough (West); and an inverted truncated cone (fiwf)-togethermeasure more
than 125 feet in length and sink from the floor of the gallery to a depth of20 feet."(Cooke and
Govan
148)
The work is extremely large, dwarfing the human
form. Heizer's negation of space is profound.
Standing at the edge ofeach element looking
down, one is awed by his gumption to create
works ofart that constitute the removal of
240,000 tons ofearth forDoubleNegative
(1969) in the Nevada desert, or sections of the
gallery floor at Dia Beacon for North, East,
South, West (196712002). Without knowing it
Fi& 6: Michael Heizer> ^"MNegative, 1969
at the time, experiencing thiswork planted the seed ofabsence functioning as presence in my
mind.
While North, East, South, West (1967/2002) was crucial to my
thinking about absence and presence; viewingNegativeMonolith
(1998) rekindled my interest in contained space. Amassive slab of
stone is set into a recessed steel frame, flushwith the gallerywall.
Tension, mass, weight, gravity, and control are integral to the
success of this work. I was inspired by how the mass of the stone
activated the space within the frame. Much like Serra's Union of
the Torus andSphere (2002), NegativeMonolith (1998) speaks to
the object's occupied space and its surroundings.
Fig. 7: Michael Heizer, Negative
Monolith, 1998
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One ofLawrence Wiener's statements, printed on the walls at Dia Beacon, prompted me to
consider how the delivery ofa conceived idea acts to conveymeaning.
Untitledstatement (1970)
1 . The artist may construct the piece
2. The piece may be fabricated
3. The piece need not be built
Each being equal and consistentwith the intent of the artist the decision as to condition
rests with the receiver upon the occasion of receivership.
My initial response to reading UntitledStatement (1970) was, in fact, a satisfying validation ofmy
affinity for constructing physical objects. Later, I reflected on my idea ofproducing separate
parts, allowing the pieces to create awhole through engaging the voids. Resulting in the absence
being activated by the presence ofobjects. Thinking about absence functioning as presence,
Wiener's words resonatedwith me. Ifan artist is going to push the limits ofcreatingwork and
dematerializing the object, how that work is received is critical. I gleaned from UntitledStatement
(1970) that with correct presentation, the viewer will be able to receive the work as I intend.
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VII. Content
While the duality ofabsence and presence is central to my thesis work, it is also a part of
paintings and sculpture throughout the history ofart. Viewers of the figurative objects of
Antiquity, Christian art of the Northern Renaissance, Modern paintings and contemporary art
have engagedwith this idea. My interest in the concept has developed with the growth ofmy
work, and in response to experiencing contemporary sculpture. However, it is insightful to look
back at the idea's provenance inArt History.
The Greek and Roman statues fromAntiquitywere originally intended to be viewed whole, yet
throughout the past 2,000 years, these stone sculptures have
survived the rise and fall ofgovernments and have perhaps
only lost one or two appendages. It is therefore a part ofour
contemporary viewing experience of, for example, the Statue
ofan oldmarket woman (circa
1st
centuryC.E.) at the
Metropolitan Museum in NewYork, to imagine how her
whole form may have originally appearedwith both arms still
present. The Law ofClosure in Gestalt psychology explains
that with no conscious effort, the viewer's mindwill piece
togetherwhat is absent to create a whole.





Jumping ahead in time, Jan Van Eyck's Arnolfini Wedding
Portrait (1434), at the National Gallery in London, is a
painting that intentionally and cunningly speaks to absence
and presence. The painting depicts a couple standing in the
center of the image, barefoot and holding hands with a
small dog at their feet. Upon closer inspection, on the wall
behind them is Latin writing above a convex mirror,
seemingly carved into the wall, stating that "JanVan Eyck
was here 1434". Appearing to be absent from the scene in
all but these words, Van Eyck also makes his presence
Fig. 9: Jan Van Eyck,Arnolfini
WeddingPortrait, 1434
known through placing himself, with another figure, in the distant reflection of the mirror.
Playingwith his physical presence and implied absence from the scene, Van Eyck adds another




Century there are a number ofartists whose work directly references the ideas of
absence and presence. KazimirMalevich produced a
series ofabstract paintings that included Suprematist
Composition: White on White (1918) at the Museum of
ModernArt in NewYork, a stretched canvas on which
he painted a white rectangle on a white ground. He
negated all content and reference, leaving the viewer
with the absence ofa traditional painting. The
painting's negation ofmeaning, narrative, and color,
Fig. 10: KazimirMalevich, Suprematist
Composition: White on White 1918
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reduce it to the bare essence ofabstraction.
In the 1960s CarlAndre created a number ofworks that
incorporate metal plates of lead, zinc, or steel arranged, in
various configurations and dimensions, directly on the gallery
floor. Due to the low profile of the plates (some only 3/16 ofan
inch thick) they could conceivably be mistaken as part of the
flooring, and therefore entirely absent from the viewer's
experience of the art in the room. At the TateModern in
London, Andre's work, Venus Forge (1980), is a rectangular
configuration of steel and copper plates that originate in the center ofone room and pass through
a doorway, almost completely filling the passage, as they extend into the adjacent gallery. Every
visitorwishing to pass to the next gallerymust either tread on the plates, or make a concerted
effort to avoid them. When facedwith the
choice to walk on the sculpture, I was hesitant
but intrigued to enter the implied space above
Fig. 1 1 : CarlAndre, VenusForge,
1980
Fig. 12: CarlAndre, 144LeadSquare, 1969
the steel plates. When I had previously viewed
Andre's 144LeadSquare (1969) at the
Museum ofModernArt in NewYork, I was
hyper aware of the presence of the plates, and
did not dare enter their space, nor to step on the work ofartwith a gallery docent present.
Although as a physical object they have a low profile, when noticed, they have a commanding
presence that includes the physically occupied space as well as the vast implied space that exists
between the plates and the ceiling.
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Bruce Nauman's oeuvre includes "a variety ofmediums from
sculpture to
artists'
books, drawings, video, film, photography,
performance, and
installations."
(Stiles and Selz 579)
Specifically, two sculptures address absence and presence, Neon
Templates oftheLeftHalfofMy Body Taken at Ten-Inch
Intervals (1966) and Space UnderMy Steel Chair (1965-68). In
each, the physically present objects, neon tubes and concrete,
represent and signifywhat is absent. These works, in keeping
with Nauman's career, were steps along a path of
experimentation and exploration.
Fig. 13: Bruce Nauman, Neon
Templates ofthe LeftHalfofMy Body
Taken at Ten-Inch Intervals, l966
RachelWhiteread has also explored the realm of sculpting the
physical space beneath a chair. InWhiteread's Untitled (one
hundred spaces) (1995) she cast the underside ofa variety of
chairs in a "materialization ofwhat had been (Buskirk,
97). Swappingwhat has previously been absent, with what is
now present, whether it is underside ofa chair or the interior
ofa house, is a theme thatWhiteread has explored in depth.
Fig. 14: Bruce Nauman, Space Under
My Steel Chair, 1965-68
Janine Antoni has also created manyworks that specifically
address notions ofabsence and presence. Her performance
and exhibition of Slumber (1993) include her "sleeping in the
bed that is part of the installation while attached to an
electroencephalograph machine that allows her to leave a
i
Fig. 15: RachelWhiteread, Untitled (one
hundred spaces), 1995
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record ofher rapid eye movement, which is
printed out on a long strip of (Buskirk,
258)When awake, Antoni weaves the printout
into a blanket, that functions to cover her while
she sleeps. At the start ofeach new installation,
she repeats the cycle, but does not remain
present throughout the entire exhibition. As
Buskirk states, "Not only is the work ongoing,
but one of its particularly striking features is how
IN
(ft . l h 1L
Fig. 16: JanineAntoni, Slumber, 1993
precisely it transforms her presence into the recorded traces ofher absent
body."
(258)
These artists incorporate the ideas ofabsence and presence into theirwork as an additional layer
ofdepth to their overall concept. For my thesis exhibition, I chose to create abstract sculptures
and installations that dealt directlywith the ideas as the work's central premise. Similarly to
Donald Judd, I was seeking that mywork
"
. . .eschews metaphor and association. It nonetheless
garners meaning and affect from its engagementwith space, time and existence. . (Cooke and
Govan 169). I used formal issues, such as color, light, space, mass, volume, distance, proximity
and gravity to support the premise of the work. In addition to fulfilling the traditional role of a
sculptor, creating objects, I was also interested in display as a means to highlight, with the
present objects, what was absent. While negative space is often critical to sculptural form, I was
seeking to have the empty space, as much as the physical objects play a prominent role in the
viewer's experience of the installations.
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VIII. Description ofWork
The Ohringer Gallery, in the NTID DyerArts Center, is a second floor balcony space 38.5 feet
wide and 22 feet deep. At the west end of the main gallery lays a doorway to a smaller gallery
space measuring 13 feetwide and 18.5 feet deep. The floors throughout are parquetwood and
the walls are covered in a light beige/gray toned fabric. There are two entrances to the main
gallery. A large concrete staircase connects the southwest corner to the first floor gallery below,
and the other double door entrance is located in the center of the north wall. A brushed
aluminum rail, measuring 42 inches above the floor and supported bymultiple pains ofglass, runs
along the south side and in one four foot section ofboth the East andWest walls.
My thesis work included two site-specific installations, and a series of small wall studies. In the
main gallery, Untitled (Installation I) was suspended in the space between 44 and 105 inches
above the floor, spanning forty feet in length. The five black objects included in the installation
grew progressively larger from the single point of the smallest, to the massive flat plane at the far
end of the fifth and largest piece. Together, with the space between, they formed one large
continuous form shrinking from, or expanding into space. The five objects were spread out from
the west to the east side of the gallery, with each end hovering above the aluminum rails. The
surface treatment of the five objects includes a highly textured, rough exterior on the sides and
smooth, flat planes on the ends of all but the smallest object, which concludes in a point.
Untitled (Installation II) was accessed through the doorway on the westwall leading into the
adjacent gallery. Two four by eight foot panels, matching the fabricwalls, converge together
forming a funnel from the inside of the door jam to an eight-inchwide gap. Two black silk cords
stretched across the opening, prevented the viewer from moving further into the space. Standing
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at the gap, pupils dilating to adjust to the extremely low light, the setting reveals itself. Two
walls, formed by panels, recede diagonally away from the opening, defining a triangular space five
feetwide and twelve feet deep. At first glance, a large segmented form appeared to float in front
of a black backdrop. The sole light source highlighted the top left edge ofa beige/grey form,
defining a flat top, with a ridgeline running down the right side twisting towards front of the
mass. The 73 inches tall form was composed of three parts, a black base and two beige/grey
sections above. The bottom piece had a narrow base that rested on the beige/grey carpet. The
largest component, the beige/greymidsection sat directly on the black base. A black shadow, 3/4











The series ofwall-mounted sculptural studies, Untitled (Study ofAbsence andPresence) were
exhibited in the main gallery. Each object was composed ofa pod form, set into a shallow slab







although each varied slighdy as the thin walls warped to create subde differences. The pods were
cast from two different plaster molds, and each was made unique with minor distortion of form,
and a roughening or smoothing of the surface. Each composition remained unglazed, as the black
andwhite porcelain casting slips created a luscious surface. I used these minute vignettes to
convey and explore other solutions for the idea ofabsence and presence. Segmentation, color,




The journey from ideation to the completion ofAbsence &Presencewas mentally grueling and
physically challenging. However, it was during that time when I experienced tremendous growth
as an artist. I gained clarity of thought around my studio practice, the
direction for mywork and
an understanding of the context in which it exists.
The unique space of the Ohringer Galleries, at the NTID DyerArts Center, provided the
opportunity for me to push the limits ofmy abilities and the studio facilities. Fabricating two
large-scale installations, and using slip casting to produce the wall series posed interesting and
unforeseen challenges. Addressing these obstacles forced me to think like a sculptor and use
materials dictated by the ideas, not the ceramic process.
Despite all the planningwith maquettes in the scale model of the gallery, when installing Untitled
(Installation II) I realized the original idea was not going to work. After a briefmoment ofpanic,
I took inventory of the available resources and rethought the installation. Responding to the
space and my objects, I created the corridor with the single, large object placed at the far end. I
learned a great deal from the experience of reacting to the given situation, deviating from my
original plan and ultimately producing a far superior installation.
Looking forward, the ideas of absence and presence, contained space and gestalt theorywill
remain the foundation for my newwork. After producing the large-scale installations and the
smaller wall series, I am intrigued to further investigate working on an intimate scale. InAbsence
&Presence, the smaller objects were less successful, yet they offer the greatest possibilities for
further investigations. In addition to exploring the use ofother materials, I will continue to
-22-
experiment with methodologies of fabrication and display. Finally, to ensure that mywork
remains interesting and engaging, although it is against my nature, I will seek to incorporate
predictability and the elements ofchance as I work.
23-
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